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The best review of renal physiology available for USMLE Step 1--completely updated with the latest

researchA Doody's Core Title for 2015!Written in a clear, concise, logical style, thistrusted text

reviews the fundamental principles of thestructure, function and pathologies of the human kidney

that are essential for an understanding of clinical medicine. Combining the latest research with a

fullyintegrated teaching approach, the eighth edition of Vander's Renal Physiology features revised

sections that explain how the kidneys affect other body systems and how they in turn are affected

by these systems. Each chapter is filled with the tools you need to truly learn key concepts rather

than merely memorize facts.Features:Begins with the basics and works up to advanced

principlesFocuses on the logic of renal processesIncludes the most current research on the

molecular and genetic principles underlying renal physiologyExplains the relationship between

blood pressure and renal functionPresents the normal functions of the kidney with clinical

correlations to disease statesIncludes study questions with an answer key at the endof each

chapterFeatures learning aids such as flow charts, diagrams, key concept clinical examples, boxed

statements to emphasize major points, learning objectives, and review questions with answers and

explanations
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Doug Eaton is the Distinguished Professor and Chairman of Physiology at Emory University. The



goal of his research is to examine the cellular signaling mechanisms which control all aspects of

cellular function including cell growth, division, and responses to external stimuli. To examine these

signaling mechanisms, he uses contemporary methods of cellular and molecular biology including

patch voltage clamp methods and expression of cloned signaling molecules in Xenopus oocytes

and other expression systems.

It got me through my exam!

A great resource for learning renal physiology. It helped me get through that section of physiology in

PA school. Breaks things down in easy to understand sections with some basic review questions at

the end.

USEFUL at work

I was looking for something more user friendly that I could use as an introduction, but it's much

better as a review. Lots of reading which slowed me down. I only read a few chapters. I might pick it

up again latter but it's a little time consuming. I think there are a lot better resources out there like

YouTube channels, khan academy, first aid eat that together get the job done. I don't really think

this book has much of a place on a modern medical students shelf unless you like the slow

antiquated format.

Great Book. Very comprehensive and thorough in covering aspects of renal physiology.

I appreciate the level of detail in a small package. Of course, I have to remember that this does not

include pathology - just healthy operation. Still - well organized and easy to carry around instead of

a larger book including more systems.

Decent writing without errors. Complete and accurate information, but overall a mediocre text as the

authors consistently opt for two pages of difficult to read text when a carefully drawn meaningful

schematic or other image and a small paragraph could convey the same information. Good for

some physiologists but kind of a low yield waste of time for a medical student.

Great read. Short yet comprehensive.
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